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Dear reader, dear partner,
Welcome to the 14th edition of the Enza Zaden ‘The Partnership’ magazine!
2018, the year of our 80th anniversary. In
1938 my grandfather started to sell seeds
to local growers. Quality seeds allowing the
growers to distinguish themselves. Twenty
years later, my father started our vegetable
breeding activities to attune to the wishes
of growers even better. In these early years,
the first partnerships were formed and now,
in our 80th year of existence, they have
grown even stronger.

technology. Topics that we hope inspire
you and help you in your daily business.
Jaap Mazereeuw
Managing Director Enza Zaden

18

We have partners all over the world:
distributors to start with, but also chain
partners with whom we connect to develop
the vegetables of tomorrow. Or universities
and knowledge centres that are essential in
today's fast changing world of technology.
In 80 years, such partnerships, based
on mutual trust and loyalty, have been
indispensable to become the company that
Enza Zaden is today. And in the world of
tomorrow, working together becomes ever
more important. How can we help each
other to become the best?
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We benefit from each other's services and
knowledge. Through this magazine, we
share some of our knowledge with you,
our partners. Our knowledge on markets,
products, trends, marketing, science and
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Sweet pepper portfolio continues to expand
Breeders are working hard to expand and improve the
range of sweet peppers. What’s happing in the world of
pepper breeding today?
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Conscious choice for a healthy lifestyle
The global consumption of organic products is increasing.
And appears to be linked to the level of prosperity of the
countries and their inhabitants. What’s happening in the
world of organics?
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Product

Sweet
pepper
portfolio
continues
to expand

A lot has changed since the modern, blocky peppers started
gaining in popularity in the 1970s. Firstly in Europe, where – at the
time – the sweet pepper was still an exclusive fruiting vegetable
grown on a small scale, which developed into a standard product
that is available in several colours on a daily basis.

Quality, resilience and productivity
“Within Europe, Spain is the leading producer of sweet peppers
during the winter months and the Netherlands during the summer
months,” according to Lindeman. "The retail prices face constant
pressure due to the ample supply. In order to achieve a good
business result, growers need to keep their cost price down and
work in a very customer-oriented manner. In addition to quality
characteristics and resistance to diseases, another deciding factor
in the choice of variety is the productivity.”
Enza Zaden performs well in all colour segments thanks to
– among other things – the Maranello red sweet pepper, the
Gialte yellow sweet pepper and the orange variety Orbit. In the
Netherlands, a number of companies even focus specifically on
the harvesting of green (unripe) sweet peppers. With a combined
acreage of about 180, they occupy a unique position. The Frazier
variety distinguishes itself for this purpose due to its year-round

stable fruit weight and very high production. It is therefore a
market leader in this segment.

Emerging markets
The mature European market is witnessing only limited growth in
the acreage of protected sweet pepper cultivation. The cultivation
is expanding rapidly in North America (including Mexico) and
Asia. This growth takes place to some extent at the expense
of the acreage of open cultivation, but the steadily increasing
consumption shows that there is plenty of room for further
expansion. Growing companies in North America and Korea are
actively anticipating this. In addition to specialised sweet pepper
growers, some tomato producers are also focusing on this crop,
which offers them opportunities to diversify, spread risk and
expand further.
Russia, which has invested significantly in high-tech agricultural
complexes for the cultivation of tomato and cucumber for several
years now, could follow this example according to Lindeman.
“Not in the near future, but I would not be surprised if the
protected sweet pepper cultivation there starts to take off in
about three to five years”.
Crop Research Manager Pepper Wouter Lindeman

The cultivation and consumption of sweet
peppers is increasing worldwide. Breeders are
working hard to expand and improve the range
of sweet peppers. “The market is expanding
particularly outside the traditional
cultivation centres in Europe,” says Wouter
Lindeman, Crop Research Manager Pepper
for glasshouse cultivation. “And different
climate zones and cultivation systems place
different demands on varieties.”
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Diversification of portfolio

Opportunity for differentiation

Rootstocks

Growers in the emerging regions often first use varieties that
were developed for cultivation in Southern or Western Europe.
“However, the climate conditions, cultivation systems or market
wishes may differ from those in Europe. Now that the cultivation
in such areas is expanding, we can also cross and select
specifically for these regions. Our portfolio is expanding steadily."
Whereas Gialte is the leading yellow variety in the Netherlands,
the Canadian and Mexican growers prefer the slightly larger
Eurix. The Maranello has been the leading sweet pepper in the
red segment in Western Europe for eight years, but in Mexico
they prefer Ocelot and Triple 5. Finally, in the orange segment,
the Orbit is a variety that performs very well in both Canada and
Mexico.

In the wake of the developments in tomato cultivation, the sweet
pepper growers are also looking at opportunities to distinguish
themselves from the masses with distinctive products. These
products do exist, although they are more limited than in the
case of the tomato. “The mini-conicals have now established
their position in the market. These snack peppers fit perfectly in
the trend towards healthier snacks between meals. Our Tribellii®
concept, which includes several colours, has been successfully
introduced in Spain. This process is also going surprisingly well in
Mexico. They grow this concept primarily for customers in Canada
and the USA.”

Another development that has received serious attention in recent
decades is the breeding and selection of rootstocks. According
to Lindeman, the results of these efforts are slowly but surely
becoming visible. “Rootstocks and grafted plants have been
commonplace for years in tomato cultivation. In that crop, the
grafted cultivation variety is able to convert the vigour of the
rootstock into a higher production. This is more tricky in the case
of sweet pepper. Ten years ago we developed a new programme
that has shifted boundaries. The turning point has almost been
reached. By this I mean that we have developed a number of
specific, promising combinations of rootstock and cultivation
variety that allow for a significant increase in yield. I expect that
a number of innovative growing companies will be interested
in gaining experience with these combinations over the coming
years. This is also necessary, because both the propagation
and cultivation of grafted plants is a finely tuned process.
In sweet pepper cultivation, it is all about achieving the correct
crop balance.”

Resistances
Regardless of whether they are in existing or emerging markets,
resistances against diseases and pests receive a lot of attention
from the growers. “The geographic expansion of the cultivation is
inextricably linked to an expansion in disease and pests patterns.
This situation is amplified by the global pressure on chemical pest
control. Therefore, crops need to develop a natural resistance
to diseases and pests. Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus and mildew
are currently receiving the most attention. In addition, we are
focusing on mechanisms that allow plants to defend themselves
more effectively against insects. This is quite a challenge.
However, we should not try to avoid this challenge, as insects play
a key role in the transmission of viruses.”

The multi-coloured Enjoya pepper definitely gets the
conversation started at the dinner table

The demand for long conicals is also increasing. In addition to
their distinctive shape, they also usually have a thinner fruit wall
and a more intense, sweeter flavour than the standard sweet
pepper. However, the production per square meter is a lot lower
for both segments.
With the introduction of the multi-coloured Enjoya several years
ago, Enza Zaden proved that it is also possible to distinguish
yourself within the blocky segment. The striking, red and
yellow flamed fruit is a joy to behold and will definitely get the
conversation started at the dinner table. “Such a beautiful product
deserves exclusivity. It is currently only being cultivated by two
companies: one in the Netherlands and one in North America,
where the variety is sold under the name Aloha.”

Seedless is gaining popularity
Breeders focus on the wishes of both growers and consumers.
Seedless varieties respond to the demand for products that are
easy to consume. The highest priority here goes to the snack
segment. “You need to be able to eat a snack sweet pepper at any
time and any place without any fuss. The placenta covered with
seeds undermine this.”
A second market segment where this development would be
very useful is the pre-cut and pre-packaged salads and vegetable
mixes. Seedless fruits can be processed more quickly and easily
and rule out any risk of finding seeds in the final product.

“Such a beautiful
product deserves
exclusivity”

Crafting sweet pepper seedlings on rootstock

Sweet pepper cultivation
is getting ready for
grafted plants
Working with a specialised plant propagator, grower Richard
van den Berg from Berg Peppers in the Netherlands has
been closely involved for seven years in the development
programme run by Enza Zaden for rootstocks and grafted
sweet pepper plants.

Right combination
“I wanted to participate, even though I realised that there
was no guarantee of success,” explains the renowned
grower. “If you can find the right combination, then – in my
opinion – grafted plants offer more guarantees for long-term
crop vitality, less plant loss and increased fruit weight.”
In order to monitor the screening programme closely, the
grower allowed us to use a few thousand square metres of
glasshouse. We performed the same tests there each year as
we do in Enkhuizen, so that the results can be compared.
Van den Berg is not afraid to implement large scale tests of
combinations that appeared to be promising the previous
year. A few years ago he even grew 20 ha of grafted plants of
various varieties. “We now have 5.5 ha of grafted Gialte. That
is not due to declining confidence, but due to changes in our
product range.”

Grower Richard van den Berg from Berg Peppers,
the Netherlands

Tipping point
The grower thinks that it is too soon to make a structural
shift towards grafted plants, although he has seen progress
in the programme. “Enza Zaden performs thorough research
and provides feedback about the results. That is why I want
to remain involved in this development. We are approaching
the point that is required to justify the higher costs of grafted
plants. These costs are significant and you really need to
produce more kilograms to justify the investment. I may need
to look more specifically at the boundaries of cultivation,
but I definitely will not take any major risks. Overall, this is a
great learning process, which I can benefit from as soon as
grafted plants really take off. You can bet that I will be ready
to lead the way.”

Wouter Lindeman
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Markets

Tropical Asia,
diversity
at its best
No region on earth is as diverse as tropical Asia.
Where one country is already focusing on
scaling-up, the other is taking its first steps towards
covered production. However, there are also
similarities. In products, wishes and development
phases for example.

“The region of tropical Asia represents about one billion people,”
explains Marketing & Sales Manager Ruud Berkvens. “As far
as we are concerned, this area encompasses the countries
surrounding India and to the East of this: Pakistan, Nepal, Sri
Lanka, Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Brunei,
Taiwan, the Philippines, Malaysia and Singapore. We have not
included India in this region, because we already have our own
breeding and sales facilities in this country. The products that
are grown in these countries are generally intended for local
consumption. Only Myanmar, Vietnam and Malaysia export a part
of their harvest to other countries, mainly to China.”
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Trends
Similarities and differences go hand-in-hand in these thirteen
countries. As far as similarities are concerned, you see that
vegetable growing in this region still forms a source of income
for a large part of the population. And the trend towards ‘clean’
and innovative products is increasing steadily here. Berkvens
indicates that this is a direct consequence of the increase in
foreign visitors. During their stay, they asked for vegetables
that are familiar to them, such as lettuce, flavour tomatoes
and sweet peppers. Cultivation – for example in tunnels or on
hydroponics – is essential to ensure that the product is as clean

Communication via demos
At the moment, it is primarily the small growers that are
tending the crops in Southeast Asian countries. The vast
number of growers, the distribution of growers across
enormous growing areas and the limited infrastructure make
logistics and communication very difficult. Marketing & Sales
Manager Ruud Berkvens: “When we introduce a new variety,
we organise field demos to communicate this. This is the
perfect opportunity for us to explain what the added value
of our seeds is for the grower. For example, that a certain
resistance will allow a new variety to be grown during the
rainy season too.

and unblemished as possible. Berkvens: “These demands have
been adopted locally, even for the traditional crops. In addition,
the local population has increasingly started demanding Western,
innovative vegetables for their own consumption. This is in
addition to the consumption of their own, traditional vegetables,
which have not suffered as a result.”
Another trend is the reduction in the number of so-called ‘wet
markets’, where vegetables are sold in bulk at the local market.
These are ‘run of the mill’ products with very little diversity. “The
increase in affluence and urbanisation have caused this reduction

in the number of wet markets. Small vegetable shops are popping
up like mushrooms. As is the case in the West, convenience starts
to play a role, in the form of pre-cut vegetables or vegetables
packaged in small portions.”

Hydroponics
These trends initially gain ground in the more developed countries
in this region, such as Singapore, Hong Kong and Malaysia,
where new influences are adopted more readily. These trends
slowly filter through to the other countries in the region, which
is reflected in the development and professionalisation of the
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Chives sales at market in Aungban, Myanmar
cultivation. Clean cultivation of leafy vegetables and herbs is
best achieved with a hydroponics system, either covered or
not. Thailand and Malaysia have made small initial steps in
this process. This was a success and growers soon started
experimenting with the same system for several traditional crops.
And hydroponics turned out to be extremely suitable for these
crops too.

From open field to scaling up
Berkvens explains that these countries in the region are really
at the forefront of trends and high-tech developments. These
countries are increasingly looking at scaling up and marketing
branded products. Other countries in Southeast Asia – such
as Cambodia and Myanmar – are still in the early phase of the
developments, with almost all cultivation still taking place in
open field. The step from open field to covered cultivation still
needs to take place here. Only then can they look into the options
of hydroponics. “Highly likely, because we see time and again
that the less developed countries follow the latest trends and
developmental phases of the more developed countries in this
region.”

Disease burden
Switching from open field to covered cultivation is an incredible
leap forward for countries in Southeast Asia when it comes to
qualitatively better vegetable production. The disease burden is
high in these countries due to the high temperatures and humidity
year-round, particularly in the cultivation regions at sea level.
“For example, heavy rainfall quickly results in fungal and bacterial
infections of the crop. Covered cultivation partially solves this
problem, because this protects the crop against rainfall and the
insect burden from outside.

Sweet pepper variety Spider
in Chiang Mai, Thailand

Current focus
The disease burden is much lower in the highlands due to the
lower temperatures, but the available agricultural area is limited
there. In order to keep up with the population growth, cultivation
at sea level will need to increase production. “Our focus for
breeding lies primarily on resistance, in addition to yield. Varieties
with a good resistance, so that more of the crop can be grown
in lowlands, therefore have a significant added value. In addition
to a higher yield per plant, resistance also reduces the use of
chemicals, as the plant has a natural form of protection against
diseases from outside. We cross global genetics with local
genetics in the breeding process, to ensure the best and fastest
result. And thanks to our own station in Malaysia, we are able to
breed plants under local conditions.”

The future
Berkvens has indicated that – in addition to this key focus – initial
steps are being made towards the future. “These are the valueadded traits that allow growers to distinguish themselves. These
traits include longer crop growth and improved product shelf life.
For example, we are already working on improved transportability
for tomatoes. This is truly a long-term breeding strategy and it
is good to start now, because tropical Asia is developing very
quickly.”
10 | The Partnership

New facilities in Southeast Asia:
Enza Zaden Asia
Fast and flexible logistics
New Operations and R&D facilities in Southeast Asia. Why has
Enza Zaden opted for Malaysia? “It is the perfect country for us,”
explains Marketing & Sales Manager Ruud Berkvens. “We were
looking for a location in the tropics where it is hot and humid all
year round and where the disease burden is continuously high.
We also wanted to be close to the equator for the constant day
length.”

Research into disease resistance
At the R&D station, breeders and phytopathologists are working
on six crops: chilli pepper, tomato, cucumber, pumpkin, bitter
gourd and ridge gourd. Sub-stations in Thailand and the
Philippines are also managed from Malaysia, where the new
varieties can immediately be tested in the focused growing areas.
Berkvens: “The local stations provide direct feedback from their
own market and whether the varieties are sufficiently resistant
to the diseases that are present. In the future, we want to
expand these activities further to include growing areas in other
countries.”

The new facilities in Malaysia also perform activities related to
Seed Operations, such as seed cleaning, seed storage and quality
testing. Berkvens explains that the facilities will become a fully
operational plant in this field in the near future. “This makes us
logistically faster and more flexible. The location in Malaysia – in
the heart of Southeast Asia – is also perfect for the logistics. From
here there are very good connections to the surrounding countries
and we can respond more quickly to changes in the markets.”

Local sales people
With the R&D and Seed Operations activities, it was also logical
to open a regional commercial office in Malaysia. Each country
in Southeast Asia has local staff or business partners in place for
daily contact with local growers. “They know the market like no
other, speak the local language and can immediately offer the
best advice. As we start to offer more new varieties, we will add
more local growing advisors.”
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In the late 1980s, Yossi Kahlon moved from Israel to South Africa. He wanted
to grow vegetables in the country that was looking forward to a new, hopeful
future after centuries of racial segregation. The young entrepreneur expanded
his farm to become one of the largest, most modern vegetable growers
offering the widest range in the higher market segment.

Partnership

gr

Serving a
wing nation

established a large processing hall with various sorting and
packaging lines, where employees prepare the harvested fruiting
vegetables, leafy crops and cabbage varieties for the
supermarket shelves according to the agreed specifications.

A formidable partner

Yossi Kahlon and General Manager Matome Ramokgopa
of Enza Zaden South Africa examine the sweet peppers in
the greenhouse, which was built in 2016. Varieties from
Enza Zaden traditionally occupy a prominent position.

As a result of this strategy of intensifying production, expanding
the product range, improving quality and offering tailor-made
services, Mount Carmel Farms has developed to become one
of Woolworths’ preferred supplier amongst others of leafy
vegetables and brassicas, tomatoes and sweet peppers. This
has been accompanied by an average revenue increase of 20%
per year.
“More than 90% of the products come from our own company;
only a small proportion is bought from our colleagues. We now
grow 47 crops and have 170 uniquely packaged product lines for
Woolworths and Fresh Mark. It is very satisfying to know that
these reputable companies view us as a valuable and innovative
partner and place their trust in us. Of course, you need to prove
this day after day.”

Screening varieties
Mount Carmel Farms is located in Bapsfontein, near
Johannesburg and Pretoria. Yossi Kahlon started the company,
of which the name still refers to his former home country,
on 50 ha of purchased land. Initially he mainly cultivated leafy
crops and various Brassica varieties in open field, destined for the
local market. In the second year, a fellow farmer and a local
supermarket expanded his sales market.

Ambition
“The latter is what I wanted to work towards: long-term
relationships with supermarket chains,” Kahlon reflects.
“Retailers are the most demanding sales channel and that
triggered my entrepreneurial spirit. The greater the challenge,
the more interesting it becomes.”

Mount Carmel Farms distinguishes itself through its
customer-oriented service. The company delivers 47
different products that they produce themselves on a
total production area of 500 ha consisting of diverse
production techniques: NGS system, plastic tunnels,
plastic greenhouses for sweet pepper, hail net structure
and open field production. The products are sold to
several supermarket chains in 170 unique forms of
packaging.
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Growers who want to serve this segment directly need to have
a number of things in order. These include large production
volumes of constant, high quality, a wide range of products and
packaging and reliable delivery. “Collaboration between growers
in this market segment is not uncommon,” explains the
entrepreneur. “By working together, you can guarantee retailers
a wider range and larger volumes, which makes you an attractive
partner in the long term. It also reduces the individual risks. If one
business is struggling to fulfil its commitments due to unforeseen
circumstances, then there is often another business that can step
up. I found myself in such a serving role during the second year
of developing my business.”
However, Kahlon was more ambitious. He wanted to retain
control over his distribution and conduct his own negotiations
with supermarkets. He preferred to work with chains that set high
standards, because the confident grower knew that he could meet

these high expectations. Perhaps not immediately, but he was
prepared and ready to make some bold moves.

Intensifying efforts
Two years after starting the business, Mount Carmel Farms
signed its first contract with retailer Woolworths. A modest
contract, but that did not deter Kahlon. The entrepreneur saw
plenty of opportunity for growth, both in aspects such as area and
product range as in increased production and services, such as
packaging. He soon took the first steps towards intensifying the
cultivation, with the installation of NGS / hydroponic in which
he was able to grow lettuce, leafy vegetables and several types
of cabbage on water. NGS is top hydroponic technology with
the objectives of saving water and conserving the environment.
Thanks to the recycling of water and nutrients, this system saves
about ninety percent water and lots of fertlizer compared to open
field lettuce production.

With so many different crops and growing systems, it is a major
challenge to select the correct varieties. Kahlon and his team of
farm managers view the seed companies as important partners in
this process. “We have a special relationship with Enza Zaden,”
the South African entrepreneur explains. “This is due to their
significance for crops that are extremely important to us – such
as leafy vegetables and sweet peppers, tomatoes – and due
to the accessibility and involvement of their employees. They
cooperate fully in the trials that we perform and also involve us in
trials at other locations. I have been on lots of foreign excursions,
including trips to Enkhuizen and the breeding station in Spain.
The great thing about these trips is that you not only get to speak
to the sales representatives, but also the breeders, the market
researchers and to growers from other countries. This always
provides new insights and inspiration.”

“Growing on water allows you to plan more effectively and
produce more,” the entrepreneur explains. “In addition, you can
manage a number of risks, such as certain diseases and pests,
more effectively or even eliminate them completely. Hydroponic
cultivation was already well-established in Israel and I already had
the required knowledge and experience. That made it a relatively
simple step.”
But even before the NGS system, Mount Carmel Farms did
some great investments for further expansion of the company.
Kahlon installed plastic tunnels, hail screens and foil greenhouse
to offer protection against cold and weather conditions. This
made a further increase in production, expansion of the product
range and improvement in quality possible. And the business

The innovative character of Mount Carmel Farms is
evident in their hydroponic cultivation of leafy vegetables
and cabbage varieties.
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Trends

Increasing consumption of organic fresh

Conscious
choice for a
healthy
lifestyle
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Global warming, prevention of lifestyle diseases or simply because it
tastes good. The global consumption of organic products is increasing.
This increase appears to be linked to the level of prosperity of the countries
and their inhabitants. The consumer prices are decreasing due to scaling
up of production and conscious choices by retail chains. A lot is happening
in the world of organics.
The global consumption of organic products is increasing
significantly. In January 2018, RaboResearch Food & Agribusiness
published the Word Vegetable Map, listing the percentage of
organic consumption per country in relation to income (see
figure next page). There is not much interest in organic products
in countries with low incomes. As soon as prosperity increases,
so does consumption. This could be linked to an increase in
knowledge and awareness, but the higher price of organic seems
to be a more obvious reason.
Swiss citizens are the most enthusiastic conscious consumers.
No less than 16% of their fruit and vegetable purchases are
organic. However, income is not the sole factor. The Netherlands
and the United Kingdom also have sufficient prosperity, but the
consumption in these countries is no more than 5%.

Healthy Americans
“Consumers in the United States and Canada are showing
an increasing interest in organic products, resulting in rapid
growth of the market,” explains Erica Renaud, Regional Business
Manager at Vitalis Organic Seeds North America. “People have
very diverse reasons for this. One of these reasons is the growing
awareness that there are limits to the extent to which we can
exhaust the earth’s resources. Millennials want to know where
their food comes from and have a preference for quality, an
authentic production process and good labour conditions over a
food production system driven by cost price.”
As far as American consumers are concerned, quality means
that they want to eat food that contains vitamins, in the hope of
preventing possible lifestyle diseases. Young people pay more
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attention to this theme than their parents and grandparents.
Bestsellers about nutrition and opinions of chefs and food
bloggers encourage these feelings.

Big business
According to the American Organic Trade Association (OTA), food
products that are organic in origin account for 5% of the total food
purchases in the USA, amounting to over 39 billion dollars per
year. According to this source, one third of this is spent on fruit
and vegetables. The top ten of fresh organic products contains no
less than five vegetables, namely: babyleaf, herbs, carrots, precut vegetables and lettuces. The large proportion of convenience
products is a striking feature.
Organic has become big business, as demonstrated by large
takeovers. In 2017, Amazon acquired Wholefoods, known for
its organic product lines. The Californian organic production
company Earthbound Farm is now in hands of the French food
group Danone.

Growth market

Long history
The consumption in German-speaking areas of Europe is most
pronounced, considering their long history of natural education

The organised organic associations, such as Naturland and
Bioland, are very typical for Germany. Not only do they support
the growers during the transition phase, they also set criteria for
fully organic cultivation that are sometimes more stringent than
the official EU standards. One of the most important criteria is
the use of organic seed, if available. In order to guarantee this
availability, these associations work together closely with organic
seed breeding companies such as Vitalis.
“It is very important for me to work hand in hand with
associations. This allows us to build a relationship of mutual trust
and understanding in order to supply consumers with sustainably
produced and healthy vegetables,” explains Melanie Molnar,
Community Manager Organic for Vitalis in Germany.

Retail and health food stores
In the United Kingdom, the consumption of organic products is
slowly starting a revival, but the decreasing spending power is
not helping. Organic meal boxes are gaining popularity with the
real fans. Companies such as Abe & Cole and Riverford deliver
millions of boxes annually. However, the majority of sales in this
country take place via retail.
In the Netherlands, the health food stores account for the largest
share. The younger organic concepts, such as Ekoplaza and

Marqt, appeal mainly to the millennials. However, the major
Dutch retails have also embraced organic. After initially only
selling several products, such as pumpkins, most retailers now
have an organic own-brand line. In the fresh produce section,
many retailers are increasingly opting to offer only organic items
for the smaller products. Examples of this include herb plants
and orange pumpkins. The advantage of this is that the retailer’s
profit margins increase, without the consumer being affected too
much. In fact: consumers are sometimes buying organic without
realising it.

Emerging markets
New countries are lining up to embrace organic, although these
products do not have an official status everywhere. They are
effectively freely marketable products without conditions or
obligations. The popularity of organic is increasing in China and
accounts for a share of approximately 5% in the supermarket.
The retailers place these products on their shelves to distinguish
themselves from the so-called ‘wet markets’, which until now
have sold the most fruits and vegetables. The total share of
organic is approximately 1%.
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In February 2018 Rabobank Food & Agribusiness Research
published a World Vegetable Map including this chart with the
popularity of organic vegetable. The share of organic in total spent
on vegetables is somehow related to the average income of that
country according to World Bank data.

The buyers, mainly young families, pay about 30 to 50% more for
the products. The growth of organic in China is probably also due
to recent food scandals. People are opting for organic or products
with a traceable origin rather than unreliable, anonymous
standard products.
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Melanie Molnar
The awareness surrounding organic is growing in Poland,
Ukraine and Russia. It is mainly the richer households that are
able to make this choice. It is expected that it will take a while
before organic vegetable production really gains ground, as the
population is still quite conservative.

Retaining the lead

Denmark

8

China
$5.9 billion
France
$6.7 billion

“It is very
important for
me to work
hand in
hand with
associations”

Share of organic fresh fruit and vegetable sales vs. income, 2016
Percent organic

The trend in the United States also applies to other countries.
The demand for organic products is increasing and more and
more entrepreneurs are making the switch. Researchers estimate
that the total market for organic products worldwide is 90 billion
dollars per year. The United States is in the lead with 39 billion
dollars. Germany follows with 9.5 billion dollars, France with
6.7 billion dollars and China with 5.9 billion dollars.

and information in the field of nutrition and health. The German
growers are able to sell their products in supermarkets under a
special label during the three-year transition to organic farming.
This stands in stark contrast to their colleagues in other countries.
These transition labels, such as ‘Junior Heroes’, are well known
and accepted by the consumer and are promoted by the
supermarkets.

How can farmers and growers capitalise on the growing market
for organic fresh products? Erica Renaud knows both the pioneers
and the large-scale conventional growers who have switched
or are in the process of switching. “The market demand has
generated a lot of interest in this method of cultivation. Some
growers have indicated that their buyer is encouraging them to
switch.”
There needs to be enough organic seed available for all this
cultivation. Maarten Vrensen, Sales Manager at Vitalis, explains
that a lot of new varieties emerge from the breeding programme
at Enza Zaden, once extensive organic field trials have proven
that they are suitable for organic farming and contain sufficient
resistance. Vitalis has its own breeding programme for broccoli
and cauliflower.
“It is definitely a major challenge for use to keep up with the
growth of the organic sector. According to European legislation,
growers can only receive exemption for the use of untreated
standard seed if no organic seed is available, but that is an
exception,” he explains. “Large, specialised growing companies
can focus extra attention on demanding varieties within their
product range. But all-round growers, who grow a lot of different
products, need to be able to count on robust, reliable varieties
that can withstand suboptimal growing conditions.”
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Marketing

Let’s take the mobile phone industry as an example. For many
years, growth came easy simply because of more consumers
buying and using cell phones. But little by little, the market
started to saturate and the cell phone companies were forced to
change tactics from merely chasing new users to chasing more
dollars among current subscribers.
Subsequently, their consumer outreach has switched from the
base need of having a mobile phone to having a bigger data, text
and calling plan, the need for a fancier phone and having access
for the whole family, as well as attempts to get people to switch
from one provider to another by pointing out competitive
advantages.

A bright future lies ahead

Go where
the growth is

Guiding principles for category growth

Roerink: For U.S. retailers, produce plays a critical role in
the grocery battle. Produce along with meat are the two most
important departments for picking one store over another. But
traditional food retailers aren’t the only ones to realize that
produce is a sure winner and we see innovation from produce
vending machines to monthly produce subscription kits. This
means traditional retailers have to be better than ever in finetuning quality, assortment, pricing and service to build strong
retailer/customer relationships that can elevate loyalty beyond
price.

Produce – fruit and vegetables – is a big category with
very high household penetration regardless of the country
or continent in question. While that makes produce a
significant contributor to overall supermarket retail sales,
finding growth in a mature market is not easy.

Tipping point in grocery retailing

To best understand how all players in the produce industry can
work together to support greater consumption and spending, we
have to put the consumer in the middle of our game plan. After
all, in a scenario where consumers buy more produce, we all win
– from farm to fork. When we look at our world through the
shoppers eyes, four guiding principles of category growth
emerge: participation, trips, spending and operational excellence.
What can brands and retailers do to safeguard sales and create
loyal, lasting relationships in a world where many are vying for a
bite out of the produce spend? International produce market
experts Hans Verwegen and Anne-Marie Roerink weigh in from
the European and American perspectives.

From the explosion of new offerings, store formats and
competition to changing consumer habits, the speed of change
in retailing appears to have hit an inflexion point in Europe and
America. What is the role produce can play in the battle for the
grocery share?

“Driving growth in produce is much the same as making
consumers spent more money on their latest new smartphone,”
explains Anne-Marie Roerink, a principal at 210 Analytics, a U.S.
market research firm specialized in food retailing. “As an industry,
we have to inspire consumers to buy fresh produce as often as
possible as well as find ways to prompt them to spend more than
they did before – preferably on our items or at our store –
by leveraging the four guiding principles of category growth.
By applying basic category management, combined with
supply chain efficiencies and fuelled by constant innovation,
a bright future lies ahead for continued produce growth.”

Verwegen: In the EU, discounters have been challenging
traditional supermarkets on all four growth principles for years.
In Germany, more than half of all vegetables are now sold by
discounters with smaller assortments, but sharper prices and
higher velocity. Supermarkets have been fighting back by
fine-tuning assortment to the local store audience. We
increasingly see small ‘on-the-go’ stores, particularly in urban
areas, featuring online ordering with delivery or collect options. In
Southern Europe, a larger share is still being sold through street
markets. This market atmosphere, combined with self-service, is
being integrated into the European retail model. However, given
the lack of personal customer service, messaging prompting
optimized spending has to be superb.

The four guiding principles of category growth emerge
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Participation

Trip frequency

Greater spending

Operational excellence

Tactics aimed at optimising
the number of people
purchasing fresh produce
and encouraging daily
consumption across all
established and new meal
occasions.

Prompting shoppers to visit
the store often and to purchase produce when in the
store regardless of whether
they had planned to or not.

Strategies encouraging
greater spending on
premium, higher margin
items, such as specialty
items or organic for a
better top and bottom line.

High quality produce and
eye-catching displays
solidify planned purchases
and may prompt impulse.
Additionally, satisfied
shoppers are higherspending and more loyal.
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Bring on the produce!
Let’s talk some more about the guiding
principles of growth, starting with maximizing
household participation and meal occasions
Roerink: In the U.S., produce has a household penetration
of 99.7% so locating new customers is like finding a needle
in a haystack. Instead. Efforts focus on eating produce more
often by ensuring produce is on the radar for every daily meal
occasion: breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks and drinks, including
produce-infused water and smoothies. Retailers are bringing
convenience-focused solutions and merchandise produce into
other departments, such as potatoes or stir-fry veggies in the meat
department. Additionally, as Americans are increasingly looking to
food in disease management and prevention, the industry started
to highlight specific benefits, such as Vitamin C, antioxidant or
fibre to encourage eating fresh produce over taking supplements.
Retailers and brands use in-store signage, package callouts,
recipes and different preparation ideas to drive demand by
educating consumers about benefits and nutrition.

Verwegen: Traditionally, the focus in vegetable consumption in
Northern Europe resides within the dinner meal occasion. But the
younger generations are moving away from three meals a day
and integrate many more meal occasions — driving increased
consumption of salads and vegetable snacks. Fresh cut
facilitates easy consumption and a tailored, innovative
assortment of salad and stir-fry is what consumers
expect in today’s market, particularly Dutch
and English consumers, to the point of
driving store preference. Retailers
are starting to experiment with
merchandising assortment
based on meal occasions
– snack, dinner, smoothies,
etc. – rather than by item.
A good example is the
summer barbecue,
with a focus on sweet
peppers, squash
and other grilling
vegetables.

Pre-tailing, retailing and post-tailing:
engage to drive trips
How about trips?
What is happening there?
Roerink: American consumers shop for groceries nowhere near
as often as Europeans, averaging 1.5 weekly trips. On top of
it, just 56 percent of trips include fresh produce. To encourage
purchases, American retailers are focused on being a produce
destination, with a great variety of high-quality, price-competitive
offerings. Second, retailers try to optimize the number of times
produce is bought when people are in the store through eyecatching displays, promotions and cross-merchandising. Lastly,
retailers try to connect with shoppers outside the store through
social media, texts, apps, emails and circulars to entice them with
hot deals or delicious recipes to buy produce just once more that
week.
Verwegen: Creating more purchase moments is a significant
challenge in growing overall produce sales as trips have been
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slowly declining for
years. For example,
Market Research
Institute GfK reported an
average of 99 trips in the
Netherlands in 2017. How
can we get back to 100, or
even 105? Price-based promotions
through flyers remain important, but
digital offerings are growing fast. In
England quantity-based promotions
(X packs for Y price) have particularly been
popular. However, most retailers are moving back to price
reduction based offerings as trips started dropping, effectively
accomplishing the opposite of creating more purchase moments.

Driving a premium basket: organic, local,
value-added and brands
The third guiding principle for category growth is
driving a more premium basket
Roerink: This is probably the biggest opportunity in
the U.S., from organic and locally-sourced to
value-added (processed) and brands. For
instance, organic represents almost
one-tenth of all fresh produce
dollars, but reflects 20 percent
of all growth. Cut veggies
deliver a much sought-after
solution for time-starved
consumers and are
delivering tremendous
growth, far ahead of
fruit. Lastly, producer
brands are making

strong inroads in the produce department, recognized for their
quality, consistency and safety. All these items present higher
sales and margin opportunities for retailers and by educating
shoppers on the benefits and stories; there is still a lot of upside.
Verwegen: Take tomatoes as an example. Taste is the overriding
driver of price premiums. Prices range an unbelievable 2 to 20
euros per kilogram; where the true premium is priced per 100
grams instead of kilogram. Value versus premium choices have
become a fairly easy proposition for the consumer through private
brand system applied by many Northern European retailers.
Choices are highlighted by price and packaging of the own
brands. A true selective top product marketed under a producer
brand can help drive easier acceptance of premium pricing.

When the value is clear,
the decision is easy
The fourth
guiding
principle of
category growth
is operational
excellence. What
can retailers, and other
players in the industry,
do here?
Roerink: In produce, the eyes decide. Bad
quality or poor appearance can cost you a planned
produce purchase, regardless of how cheap
the offer. The industry can work together on optimal quality,
freshness and variety. Additionally, great execution can
generate an impromptu purchase. Eye-catching displays,
sampling, great promotions and an enthusiastic produce clerk
are top ways to drive unplanned produce purchases. American

retailers are investing in retail theatre and customer service to
make sure every store trip includes the produce department.
After all, a wow in produce, truly is a win all the way around.
Verwegen: We see very similar trends in Europe, with a lot of
focus on the displays, store décor, frequent rotation of items,
seasonal must-haves, etc. – all aimed at consumers spending
more than they had planned. These are ideas we need to explore
wherever they come from and we are finding inspiration in other
areas of the store, different countries and in all channels of retail.
As a player in the supply chain, we recommend you look at the
fruit and vegetable world through the eyes of the shopper: visit
stores and study ideas that create value. With the four guiding
principles in mind, I’m convinced the vegetable industry still has a
lot of growth potential.
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Science

Healthy seed,
healthy cultivation
Hybrid tomato seed production in a tunnel in China, where protective clothing is
worn to prevent introduction and spread of plant pathogens in the tunnel

Seed health is vitally important. Not only for growers, but also
governments have strict phytosanitary rules and measures for
seed importation. Why? Because pathogens on or in seeds can
cause disease outbreaks, and countries obviously want to protect
themselves against that. However, things are not as black and
white as they first appear.

“Seed pathology has one very clear objective: to ensure a good,
disease-free start of crop cultivation at our customers, growers
and distributors,” explains Senior Researcher Seed Pathology
Gerbert Hiddink. He and his team do research on all aspects of
seed-borne pathogens. Their primary task is to develop fast and
efficient detection methods for seedborne pathogens. Hiddink:
“If we find an organism on the seed, we have to decide what
the risk is and give recommendations on how to deal with it.
It is up to us to ensure that all the seed leaving Enza Zaden does
not result in an outbreak of disease at the grower. In some cases,
the disease that we detect does not pose any risk, for example
because the pathogen is dead.

Pathogens
There are many different pathogens: fungi, bacteria, viruses
and viroids. These all have their own characteristics. Therefore,
specific protocols have been developed for detection of these
pathogens on or in the seed. Hiddink works closely together with
other seed pathologists from other seed companies, test labs and
governments. “Within the International Seed Health Initiative for
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Vegetable Crops (ISHI-Veg), we work together to develop,
validate and publish protocols in a non-competitive way.
Publication of developed seed health methods is very important
for ISHI-Veg. This ensures harmonisation of testing methods and
equal significance of test results between various labs globally.
Of course it is not desirable if a test result from lab A differs from
a test result on the same batch for the same pathogen in lab B.
For sure for infected batches, but also for incorrectly rejected
batches that don’t pose any risk of disease outbreak.”

Infection
A pathogen can infect the seed in various ways during seed
production. For example, virus infection can take place early
on in the growing process. The virus then has enough time to
spread through the entire plant and into the seed. While for a late
infection the pathogen might not be able to enter the seed at all.
After an early infection there is a major risk that the pathogen
will then enter deep into the seed and is protected against seed
treatments. And these seeds are the most dangerous ones for
pathogen transmission.
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hot!

Research

Quick-test to confirm a suspect presence of a plant
pathogen after finding a symptomatic plant

Hygiene
A pathogen can be on the seed, in the seed, or both. And for seed
infection, infection has to take place during seed production. One
could argue that the solution is obvious: do not harvest the seeds
from diseased plants. Hiddink explains that this is not as simple as
it sounds, because sometimes you cannot tell whether the plant
is infected just by looking at it. “We are working closely with the
Seed Production department to reduce the risk of infection during
the seed production process. For example, we keep a close eye on
the seed production crop during the cultivation by crop inspection
and are performing leaf tests regularly. This allows us to detect
any infection at an early stage and take measures to prevent
further spread of diseases.

Where will these developments lead to in the future? Hiddink
explains that a lot can still be achieved in the field of disease
detection. Technologies such as PCR are becoming increasingly
sensitive, but – as previously mentioned – this does not give
all the information about the risk of a disease outbreak in that
specific batch. “Whether a disease will take hold depends on
a number of different factors. It is a combination of level of
infection, climate and interactions between plant, pathogen and
environment. We are conducting a lot of research to ensure
that we take the correct decisions. This makes Enza Zaden an
interesting partner in discussions about phytosanitary risks and
control measures. But above all, this research will help to protect
our customers’ crops and give them a disease free start.”

Also we develop and implement hygiene protocols together
with seed producers. The current state of the art is Good Seed
and Plant Practices (GSPP) for the production of Clavibacter-free
tomato seeds. We have implemented at GSPP-sites strict hygiene
protocols, to ensure that we produce the healthiest possible
seeds. This extra certainty offers great added value for our
customers and for Enza Zaden.”

All produced seeds are checked for presence of seed-borne
pathogens when they are received. For the detection different
techniques are used.
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When humans or other mammals eat or
even touch capsaicinoids, a sensation is
sent to the brain that the pepper is hot.
Birds, on the other hand, are completely
immune to its effects, so they can eat
the fruits of a very hot chile peppers and
spread the seeds.
Interesting, isn’t it? Continue reading to
find out other things you probably didn’t
know about hot pepper.

or hot, but accurately measured by
Scoville Heat Units.

Heat profile

Chile peppers range in heat from 0 to more
than 2,000,000 SHU. The Carolina Reaper
is officially the World’s Hottest Pepper
as ranked by Guinness Records. It was
bred for heat and that it is: with an average
SHU of 1,641,000 SHU and peaks at
2.2 Million SHU.

Corn salad seeds treated with different disinfection treatments

Development: Does the heat come on
immediately or is it delayed by 5, 15, or
30 seconds?
Duration: Does the heat last for a short
time, disappearing quickly, or does it last
for many minutes or even hours?
Location: Where in the mouth is the heat
sensation? Is it on the lips front of mouth,
tip of the tongue, mid-palate, or throat?
Feeling: Is it sharp like a pin-prick or flat
like the heat was painted on with a brush?
Intensity: Commonly called mild, medium,

Heat level
The heat level of a chile pepper is
expressed in Scoville Heat Units (SHU).
SHU are intended for comparison only,
because heat levels can fluctuate greatly
from location, and even from pod to pod
on the same plant.

Big market
As one of the most important cross-cultural
vegetables in the world, chile peppers
are also an important raw ingredient due
to its numerous and varied applications
across a number of markets, such as
pharmaceutical, industrial, and other nonfood markets. Fully 20% of the worldwide
population consumes chile peppers and
an increasing number of countries are
developing their own chile industry for

domestic consumption and international
export. Global trade in chile peppers is
worth nearly 30 billion dollars, greater than
that for coffee or tea.

My tongue is burning!
What can I do?
Capsaicin dissolves in fat, oil, and alcohol
but not in water. Drinking water after biting
down on a chile pepper will only spread the
capsaicin around the inside of your mouth,
where it will come in contact with more
pain receptors and amp up the burning
sensation. Steer clear of beer and soda too
– both beverages are mostly water. The fat
and oil in dairy products will dissolve the
capsaicin and eliminate the burn. Opt for
whole milk or full-fat sour cream or yogurt
to do the trick. Milk will dissolve and
remove capsaicin from the reactive area.

Worlds hottest sauce
Blair's Ultra Death Sauce developed once
a Guinness World Records-certificate with
16 Million SHU. The bottle contains a
warning for it to not ‘even (be) opened
without using extreme caution’.
Ultra Death is their hottest ‘regular’ sauce,
a tantalizing mix of habanero, cayenne,
serrano, and jolokia peppers.
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Sources see colophon

In seed pathology we know direct and indirect tests. Indirect
tests are based on finding RNA/DNA, virus capsids, etc. “This
does give us an indication that an infectious or viable pathogen
may be present, but we don’t yet know for certain. Some of these
methods are so sensitive, that they can detect very small amounts
of pathogen DNA or RNA, which has no biological relevance.
Therefore, following a positive result for an indirect test, we
always have to perform a second, direct test to confirm viability
and pathogenicity.”

Hot peppers, or chile peppers, are used for consumption all
over the world. Some people believe the seeds of the pepper
are the spiciest part, but it’s actually the flesh near them
that sets your tongue on fire. Capsaicinoids (or capsaicin) is
the active component in the pepper that gives the burning
sensation. The heat is a defense mechanism used by the
plants to prevent their seed from being consumed and
destroyed by predators or succumbing to fungal diseases.

The heat profile of a chile pepper was
developed by Dr. Paul Bosland to describe
the heat sensation one feels when
consuming a chile pepper. A heat profile
has five components:

Tests, tests, tests

In focus

Feeling hot, hot,

A good example of a direct test is a grow-out. A part of the batch
is grown in strict separation in our greenhouses, under conditions
that would allow the disease to manifest. The researchers will
then assess development of the symptoms. “If a young plant
exhibits symptoms of disease in this situation, then it’s clear that
the seed has been infected by a viable pathogen. Even if only one
or a few plants is/are sick, the batch is considered infected and
cannot be released.”

Technology

Technology
helps breeding
move forward
Plant breeding has existed for centuries and the
traditional techniques still form the foundation of
the process. Yet the field has really taken off in
recent decades. Increased knowledge and new
techniques have a major impact on the development
of vegetable varieties. Techniques that allow us
to measure characteristics quickly and develop
good varieties.
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If you want to compete in plant breeding at a professional level
in today’s world, then high-tech laboratories are essential. The
breeder still plays a leading role in the development process
towards new varieties, but lab technicians provide the required
input to speed up the process and make it more efficient. It is now
commonplace to accelerate the breeding process by three or four
generations.

Gathering momentum

“Not so long ago, we would have about ten plant characteristics
on which we could test a hybrid,” explains Manager Molecular
Markers Mike Heimerikx. “That soon become one hundred and
we are now well on our way to a thousand.” These are marker
tests that allow the scientists to analyse the plant material for a
certain characteristic. Will the sweet pepper turn red or yellow
on the plant? Will the tomato be round or plum-shaped? These
characteristics of a plant are known long before the first fruit
appears on the plant. And the number of characteristics of a plant
that scientists can analyse is only increasing.

It sounds simple, but nothing is further from the truth. First, the
scientists need to track down where a certain characteristic is
located on the DNA and – considering the size of DNA – that is
a complicated and lengthy process. And in the case of a disease
resistance or fruit colour, this is still a ‘simple’ characteristic that
corresponds to a single gene in the DNA. In reality, a series of
genes often determines these characteristics. This does not make
the research any easier. Heimerikx: “After testing for certain
characteristics, we can also use thousands of markers per plant to
‘map’ the DNA. Markers are like flags on the DNA which allow us
to compare the progeny of a cross to the parent. These markers
provide essential information for plant breeders to make choices
in the selection process. We have been using these techniques for
a number of years and the speed at which we can unravel (parts
of) the DNA is increasing all the time. As a result, this technique
has really gathered momentum. And the train keeps moving
faster. 10,000 tests, 50,000 tests, why not map all the DNA?
The possibilities seem endless.”

Switching between breeding and labs

DNA package

With the increased knowledge and available techniques, the role
of the laboratories has increased strongly. It is striking to note
how the disciplines have merged towards each other in recent
years. No doubt the Biotech Breeders had a hand in this. “Biotech
Breeders are the link between the breeding process and the
various laboratories,” explains Biotech Breeder Cucumber Karin
van Langen. “The breeders hear from the Sales department what
the needs of a certain market are. Or the breeder contacts the
market himself. Either way, the market determines the direction
and the breeders translate this wish into specific characteristics in
their cross-breeding schemes. They then ask us to perform plant
analyses, which they can use to set up the schedules as efficiently
as possible and accelerate the plant selection.”

Imagine that you have a fantastic variety, but it is lacking a certain
characteristic, for example a certain flavour structure. We know
from previous research that the structure that we are looking for
in the DNA consists of a specific series of data points. The breeder
then crosses the original variety with the plant that has this
flavour structure as a characteristic. The DNA of the progeny is
then studied. Van Langen: “I then inform the lab that I am looking
for a plant that is as similar as possible to that one plant, but that
a specific ‘DNA package’ needs to be identical to that of the other
plant. We are effectively looking for a specific ‘fingerprint’.”

From 10, to 100, to 1000
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Incubator
Automation of routine processes helps to keep up with
ever growing demand for more data.

Next generation
Even though these techniques were introduced recently, the next
generation is approaching rapidly. Van Langen: “Until now, this
technique focused on the measurement of characteristics, but
the next generation of techniques will predict the characteristics.
Using today’s techniques, it is not very expensive to map
the entire DNA sequence of an organism. This presents new
possibilities. For example, by comparing the DNA of one crop to
that of another crop, we can discover a certain pattern that points
to a specific characteristic. We can then use this for other crops
too.” Although the first steps towards using this technique have
already been taken, this process is still in the very early stages.
However, it does demonstrate how quickly the developments are
taking place.

Hybrids
The acceleration of laboratory activities is not only limited to the
efficient selection of characteristics. In recent years, significant
progress has been made on another important point. In many
Western countries, growers have already switched from open
pollinated (non-hybrid) varieties to hybrids for most crops and this
is also happening in other regions. “Hybrids offer greater certainty
about growth, quality and productivity,” explains Mark Buimer,
Manager Cell & Tissue Culture. “In short: hybrids are the result of
two pure parent lines that ensure that all progeny – the seed that
we sell – are identical and we know exactly which characteristics
they will have.”
A pure parent line is not easy to achieve and requires several
generations of self-pollination. By using the double haploid
technique – in which a pollen grain grows into a plant – the cell
and tissue culture laboratory can create a pure parent line in a
single generation.
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Cell & Tissue Culture is another technique and this offers the
breeder a different range of advantages. Lindeman: “In sweet
pepper breeding this technique also proves valuable in ‘embryo
rescue’. We cross lines from wild species in the Capsicum family
with the cultivated variety Capsicum annuum. We do this partly
due to the resistances that this material contains. Such crosses
can result in what is basically a pre-term birth, but by growing the
embryo under ideal conditions in a climate cell, it develops into a
healthy plant. The climate cell basically acts like an incubator.”

Automation and bio information
One thing is certain: there would be no breeding without the lab.
The traditional breeding process as described in the nineteenth
century still forms the foundation of the profession. However,
increasing numbers of new techniques and disciplines – such as
making the ‘invisible’ DNA visible and smart methods of setting
up pure parent lines quickly – are ensuring that a good variety is
produced more quickly.
Heimerikx: “We are testing more and more plants and are also
receiving more information per plant. Breeders are now faced
with more data from which to select. This means that we also
need automation and bio informatics to make optimum use of the
new techniques and knowledge. Information systems to process
all the analyses, to store and organise the data and to detect
patterns quickly. Automation of the processes and bio informatics
for the processing are disciplines that will really take off now and
in the future.”

Rapid development = rapid new variety
Van Langen also expects that some essential changes will take
place in the future, considering the developments in recent
years. This is particularly true due to the fact that this process is
taking place at increasing speed. “However, with good scientists
and a close collaboration with – among others – Wageningen
University and KeyGene, we will always be leading the way in
these developments. And that is essential, because the sooner we
develop a good variety, the sooner our customer can set himself
apart in his own market.”

Column

That is a great improvement in efficiency. Whilst the technique is
used as a method to generate parent lines of different varieties
quickly, for other varieties it has become extremely useful in the
selection phase of the breeding process. “The progeny of hybrids
always result in a ‘diverging population’,” explains Crop Research
Manager Pepper Wouter Lindeman. “This means that some of the
progeny have characteristics that do not resemble either of the
parent lines. They form a grey middle area. Thanks to DH, we can
avoid this grey area and perform selection much more effectively.
In the case of the commercial varieties for glasshouse cultivation
of sweet pepper, we are increasingly seeing that one of the
parents has been developed using DH techniques.”

Partnership
in leafy breeding

If we ask ourselves the question why Enza Zaden is successful in
leafy breeding, the first thing that comes to mind is of course the
commitment, quality and entrepreneurship of our breeders and R&D
people. However, if you consider the crops and segments where we
are most successful, it also becomes clear there is another key to
our success.
Success is the result of strong partnership between the commercial teams and
breeders in the different countries. In this partnership, they both deeply understand the
grower needs, draw joint conclusions on the road to take for success and have honest
and open discussions on the progress made and to be made.

Engagement
A second pillar of success is the partnership between breeders and the technology
development team. They are developing and successfully implementing tools,
like molecular markers, for the breeders. Engagement between the scientists and
the breeders plays an important role in this. Understanding each other’s worlds is
crucial, especially with the increasing speed of tool development and the diversity in
segments.

Future proof
As a company, we deeply engage with growers. We are successful, because we
understand them. Many of us have grower roots. However, the dynamics in the
markets are changing. Our products are produced in climate cells, are washed,
chopped, mixed, packed in bags and blisters. Distributed to consumers by large
supermarkets, that all want differentiation to different consumer profiles. Or used
by professionals in the food supply chain, like McDonald’s, restaurants and catering
services. Breeders in the future can only be successful if we develop partnerships
in this business chain. We need to engage deeply with all the relevant players to
understand their product challenges and define breeding opportunities for the future.

Part of a team
Innovations will only become successful when we find growers to grow, processors
to clean, mix and pack, supermarkets to sell, and consumers to buy. Several initiatives
in lettuce are running in which breeders are becoming part of a team, gathered around
a processing company and a grower-packer. One of them is whole-head machine
harvesting of lettuce, combined with customer packing in the field.

Teamwork in the chain
Teamwork with the important players in the business chain is becoming a third pillar
for future success. This is a different world from the growers’ world and for many of us
a largely unknown territory. It requires international alignment between several people
in different roles. Breeders play increasingly a role in these teams. The increasing
engagement of breeders with the partners in the business chain will offer many new
opportunities for future growth.

Henk Driessen is Crop Research Director
Leafy Vegetable Breeding at Enza Zaden.
He works at Enza Zaden since 2012.
Henk believes that partnerships, both
internally and externally, are essential to
be successful. Understanding and
engagement are crucial factors in these
partnerships.
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Partnership

Where crisp lettuce and fresh
vegetables are served on European
tables, it may well be the case
that they come from the BEHR
GemüseGarten. Rudolf Behr, CEO,
is the fourth generation to head
the BEHR group of companies.
The family business produces not
only in Germany, but also at its
production site in Spain on a total
of 4,000 hectares. This means that
consumers can enjoy fresh vitamins
the whole year long.

For more than 20 years, BEHR AG has worked closely with
Enza Zaden, especially in the lettuce segment. The two companies
have jointly developed different varieties, conducted growing trials
and brought new products to market. What does Rudolf Behr
value highly, which of his successes are the most significant, and
what characterises them? We are grateful to him for allowing
us insight into his philosophy and business activity during an
interview at the BEHR production site in Groß-Gerau.
Mr Behr, your group of companies has a stable basis in the
market – you are market leader in Germany in the areas of
iceberg and mini romaine lettuce. How do you manage to be
so successful?

The consumer
sets the tone
in the BEHR
GemüseGarten
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Behr: We are on the lookout for new things and love to be
surprised. These are the characteristics that typify our company
and advance it. For us, innovative thinking and acting is the main
basis for successful work. We are happy to try new things –
whether in cultivation and harvesting processes, or in developing
new lettuce and vegetable varieties, and bringing them onto the
market. In this regard, we observe closely what the consumer
wants. Because the product must be tasty, and we want the
customer to eat it with enjoyment and appetite! After all, they
decide what the bestseller will be on the market. That is the
way we hit upon the mini-romaine Xanadu. By contrast with
the Spanish ‘Little Gem’, which is slightly bitter, Xanadu excels
through its outstanding taste. This has made it a favourite with the
customers.
We travelled the whole road with Enza Zaden – from the first
breeding trials via cultivation in Spain up to market introduction in
Germany. Joint quality management, supervising the cultivation
requirements and also keeping the consumer in mind, was
decisive.
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A down-to-earth attitude and innovative strength characterise
your company. I’m thinking here of the iceberg lettuce that
you successfully cultivated in Germany for the first time in
the 1970s. What provides the spark for new discoveries of
this kind?
Behr: Hmmhh… trial, observation, drawing conclusions and then
simply doing. Then something good may grow out of it. That is
the way the iceberg lettuce was created which we, as the first
company, were to offer on the German market.

What is special about the mini romaine Xanadu?
Behr: For a long time in Germany, only the large romaine lettuce
was known, but it was poorly received. So the small Xanadu
formed a welcome alternative and hit the sweet spot: a small,
tasty head of lettuce. We worked together with Enza Zaden for
four years to bring it to market-readiness, in order to extract the
best from this variety for the consumer. And we succeeded: we
were able to boost cultivation of mini-romaine to 100 million from
three million at peak times.
Once upon a time… That is the way fairy tales and good
stories start – like your first contact with Enza Zaden. How
did you meet up?
Behr: My initial contact took place around 20 years ago with an
Enza Zaden sales representative at the time. Matthias Keiper soon
followed, and we are still collaborating superbly with him today.
Our first joint project was butterhead lettuce. Collaboration in
the iceberg lettuce segment followed. At the time, Enza Zaden
marketed the variety Match with us for the first time. This was the
kick-off of our successful collaboration. The major milestone in
our partnership came with the Xanadu breakthrough.
You have been collaborating with Enza Zaden for more
than two decades. One gets to know each other well in
these circumstances. What do you most value in this close
partnership? And how does your company benefit from it?
Behr: With Enza Zaden, we have found a company that is as
uncomplicated, open and just as inquiring as we are. We engage
in a lively exchange of views, evaluate the trial fields together and
complement each other’s ideas. Challenges constantly arise, and
we tackle them together. Trials, rejections and having patience
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– sometimes it is the intermediate products that make for a
pleasant surprise on the way to developing new varieties. From 10
proposals, as a rule just one gets through.
Another outcome of our partnership is that we have found a
partner in Enza Zaden that addresses our needs and supports us
in our innovative and consumer-oriented way of doing business.
Together we are working on new products that we then take
to a wider market. This means our customers have a positive
experience and are prepared to buy the product more often.
One simply has to strike the right nerve with the consumer. And
it is always a question of time whether the product is marketready. For example, 'Bluccoli’ is an innovative creation from our
business. Unfortunately, we neglected to secure the name 30
years ago – and now it is used internationally. We have learned
our lesson: we now ensure that our product names are protected.

“Sometimes it is
the intermediate
products that make
a pleasant surprise
on the way to
developing new
varieties”

I come from a small vegetable growing business and sold
produce with my parents on the Hamburg wholesale market
myself. At the time, I was unable to imagine how marketing
our produce outside the confines of Hamburg would work. But,
one grows with the tasks one sets oneself. So we as pioneers
in Germany had the idea of wrapping the iceberg lettuce in foil,
packing it in boxes, refrigerating it under vacuum, placing it in
cold storage and transporting it. The Americans provided the
inspiration. We always wanted to do things perfectly.
How do you approach the development of new varieties?
Behr: I always try first of all to get to the origins: What
do we observe? How can one do something that makes sense?
Take the carrot. The variety can be developed in such a way that
it is robust and survives every harvesting technology. The problem
is – what use is it to the consumer if it is so hard that they break
their teeth on it? Taste and consistency always have the highest
priority.

What do you do to make your company sustainable?
Behr: We have, for example, developed the 12-metre system,
for which an Austrian manufacturer has made a special machine
for us. This means that we can grow 25 percent more on the
same area with the same plant spacing. That means: 25 percent
less pesticide, fertiliser and water per unit, as well as less soil
compaction. Our flowering verges that we seed on the edges
of the fields where the seed or plant rows no longer fit are also
pretty and useful. They promote biodiversity and attract bees.
As far as organic growing is concerned, we have the largest
operation in Germany.
If you look ahead – in what direction will the vegetable sector
go, in your opinion? Are trends discernible at this stage?
Rudolf Behr: Hydroponics, urban farming, artificial lighting – all
of these are trends that will not catch on in my view. Proper
nutrition is linked to the soil. Just as we are as people. For this
reason, conventional farming will maintain its position.
How do you see the joint future with Enza Zaden?
Behr: Our aim will always be to track down new ideas and to turn
them into a product. I’m banking on the partnership with
Enza Zaden in the future as well, because we complement each
other superbly – both professionally and at a personal level.
And a last question to conclude: What is the vegetable or
which lettuce do you prefer to see on your plate? You have a
wide selection to choose from after all…
Behr: One thing that I will never have on my plate are broad
beans. I don’t like them at all. Cauliflower, broccoli, sprouts
and leek are among my preferred vegetables. When it comes
to lettuce, iceberg, mini-romaine and the long radicchio called
Treviso are my favourites. What is important is that it must taste
good! This is the aim I have for all the produce that I cultivate, just
as I have for everything that I eat.
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the power of

healthy vegetables

Visit us during the
Asia Fruit Logistica
at booth 5-T27
Make a difference
The combination of the organic mission
of Vitalis and Enza Zaden’s innovative
power creates the best of both worlds.
Discover at the Asia Fruit Logistica
how you can make a difference with our
organic or conventional products. Our
international team will welcome you at
booth 5-T27.
Personal meeting
For scheduling a personal meeting
with one of our colleagues, please
contact Mara Tellman on
m.tellman@enzazaden.nl or your
local Enza Zaden contact person.

enzazaden.com | eu.biovitalis.eu

Daisy Suen
Manager Logistics

